
NRASL SEPTEMBER  BOARD MEETING MINUTES 

September 19,2011 

 

Present:Jedlicka, Grau, Hassler, Smith, Jackson, Schnell, Fry,Graham, Milner, Palache,Vanover, B. Asp, G. 

Panagiotou, Wayne Fox 

Called to order 8:30pm 

President :Jeff Grau- 

Field Repair. Forever green has given an estimate to over seed the field 2 weeks before the season ends 

and after season ends to fill in the spots. Should we use them or is this something that can be done by 

us? Pat feels we have enough volunteers and equipment to do it ourselves. Would need to be done 

early October. Brett and Pat to work on supply list .Field #4 is the worst and will be used heavily on 

October 2 and 9. $1000.00 went to vote and approved to use for the fields. 

 Up to $500.00 was approved to use to rent the all weather field at Sportsplex for practices for teams 

due to the condition of the fields and weather.  

Elections:November 

VP: Brett Milner has decided not to run again. Coach George Panagiotou has decided to accept the 

nomination.  

Girls Travel Director: Matt Albers has to decided not to run for the position. Coach Brett Smith has been 

nominated. 

Commissioner: Matt Albers has decided not to run for the position. Wayne Fox has been nominated.  

Player Development: Open 

Fundraising: Holly Schnell will continue with the position. 

Field Manager: Pat Graham will continue with the position.  

Ballots will be prepared and Brett Milner to assist. 

Director of Coaching Dev.: Everett Palache-  

Winter indoor training. Last fall participants paid $55.00 because NRASL paid half. This year it will be 

approx. $75.00 . The NRASL voted and agreed to pick up the $1500 procoach fee of $1500. otherwise it 

would be $95.00 a person. Travel Coaches will be on the field interacting with teams the entire time for 

a controlled environment. All teams are invited whether their team coach is there or not. 

Coaching/teaching  "shape" of players role on the field. * Incorporate commitment by including this fee 



for winter training up front in the future? Player will pay thru Force and the Coach will receive email with 

who has paid. .Will need to be paid by the first practice in November. 

If 10+ teams register there is $100 off. U10 and under is $500.00.U11 and up is $650.00.  

U6 and U7 League Wide training is looking very good. Academy is doing a good job. He will be bringing a 

Pro-Coach to LWT at no cost to us. He is no longer with Cleveland United. Is now with CSA .Currently 

looking to recruit U8,9,10 boys to play for the Club, however the player would be asked not to play for 

travel level also. May return at High School age.  

Vice President: Brett Milner:  

trophies for in-house will be ordered 

Field Manager: Pat Graham- 

Nets need replaced. Brush row behind the U14 fields will be cleaned. Fields are WET! 

Fundraising: Holly Schnell- 

Health Inspector was in . Great report-no violations. Will revisit before the end of season. Should we 

invest in a pizza warmer? Needs to be kept at 135 degrees. Has contacted someone regarding ordering 

of sweatshirts etc. 

Recommends maybe having some type of scholarship for a HS player that has played travel and 

remained involved with the NRASL. Holly to put details together. There would be one for boys and girls.  

Registrar: Cindy Jackson-  

We had 445 registrants. 

Web Master: Jeff Hassler- No report 

Treasurer: Jeff Jedlicka- 

new policy  needs to be done for refunding $ to participants that have decided not to play and a date to 

which a refund will be given. 

Boys Travel Director: Greg Fry- No report 

AASL Rep.: Brett Smith-  no report. 

Girls Travel Director: Matt Albers- not present. No report 

Commissioner: Matt Albers- not present. no report.  

NRHS girls Coach, Brian Asp. Update on girls. HS field will not be avail in the spring. It will be dug up and 

replaces. New sound system to be installed.  



Goal Proposal by George Panagiotou 

Concept: How to do we get more fields available throughout the city? 

Most cities have goals located throughout. We do not. Has a map of where the goals would go. 

Additional field managers would be needed to line etc. They would be visible to avoid vandalism and 

easy patrol by Police Dept. 

If we have additional fields we would be able to use those when Root rd. is not able to handle or fields 

are ruined during season. This would be seen as a donation to the city in return for us to use for 

practice, tournaments etc. The estimate would be approx $15,000. School Board would need to approve 

prior to us spending the $. Plan to have as many Board Members avail at School Board meeting.  

Voted on and approved to fund this proposal.  

Meeting adjourned at 10:45pm 


